1. How many syllables are in the word "Excitedly"?
   Four

2. The prefix "Mis" (as in "Mistake") means what?
   Wrongly

3. Spell the word "Domain".
   DOMAIN

4. Is the following a fact or an opinion? "Hot chocolate is delicious."
   Opinion

5. What does "Drone" mean?
   A continuous noise

6. Which word beginning with "L" is an antonym of "Energetic"?
   Lazy, Lethargic

7. When should you use "Yours sincerely," in a letter?
   In a formal letter to a person whose name you know

8. How many syllables are in the word "Pronunciation"?
   Five

9. What is the plural of "Match"?
   Matches

10. Find the clause in this sentence. "The dog, not altogether unsurprisingly, hates having a bath."
    The dog hates having a bath

11. What is a subheading?
    A title for a section of text or a part of a chapter

12. Put the following into alphabetical order - "Poppy; Tulip; Lily; Rose;"
    Lily, poppy, rose, tulip

13. Complete the simile. Your hands are as cold as .......
    Ice
14 What is NOT a grapheme in the following word? "Laptop".
   pt

15 Spell "General".
   GENERAL

16 Which word beginning with "E" is a synonym of "Precisely"?
   Exactly

17 What is a recount?
   An account of an experience or events

18 What word is used to describe something that's not the same as something else?
   Different

19 Change this question to a statement "Is the weekend over already?"
   The weekend is over already

20 Turn the following statement into a question "It is raining outside."
   Is it raining outside?

21 Spell "Complicated".
   COMPLICATED

22 How many syllables are in the word "Strength"?
   One

23 Find the adjectives in the following sentence. "Children often prefer sweet food to savoury."
   Sweet, savoury

24 How do you spell "Separate"?
   Separate

25 Where can the definitions of specific words in a book be found?
   Glossary

26 Spell "Archery".
   ARCHERY
27 **What does "Pungent" mean?**

Sharp or strong

28 **What are stage directions?**

Instructions which tell the actors how to speak and how to move

29 **What is the plural of "Pencil"?**

Pencils

30 **Change the following sentence into a question "You are eleven years old today."**

Are you eleven years old today?

31 **Find the verbs in the following sentence "They could see a bright rainbow in the sky."**

Could, see

32 **Which word beginning with "H" is an antonym of "Unhappy"?**

Happy

33 **Why should sub-headings and paragraphs be used in a report?**

They organise the information

34 **How many syllables are in the word "Heavily"?**

Three

35 **Spell "Element".**

ELEMENT

36 **Find the clause in this sentence "Before lunch, I will finish reading my book."**

I will finish reading my book

37 **Make the following sentence negative "We can play rounders later on."**

We can't play rounders later on

38 **Any text that is more than a few sentences long should be organised into what?**

Paragraphs
39 Put the following into alphabetical order "Cast; cake; car; cat;"
   Cake, car, cast, cat

40 Which word beginning with "O" is a synonym of "Defeat"?
   Overcome

41 Spell "Jellyfish".
   JELLYFISH

42 What is the plural of wolf?
   Wolves

43 What is a "Setting"?
   The time and place of a story

44 Change the following sentence into second person "I should open my post."
   You should open your post

45 A story should NOT be written in which person?
   Second person

46 Find the clause in this sentence. "The sun was shining on the pitch, blinding the team."
   The sun was shining on the pitch

47 What is a slogan?
   A short, memorable phrase

48 What is the plural of mouse?
   Mice

49 Explanations are written in what person?
   Third person

50 Which suffix could be added to the end of the word "Neighbour"?
   Hood, ly
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